SURVEY
Rogaine organisers are interested to know why you enjoy
rogaining. How you rate the importance of certain aspects of a
rogaine, and whether you would be interested in helping with
organisation.
By answering this questionaire we can gain some insight
into your interests and preferences. This type of information
helps when planning rogaines.
Circle one answer in each question (except when a word or
statement is asked for).
1) Good quality catering is:a) vital
b) important
c) an unnecessary luxury
2) The amount of vegetarian food provided at events is
usually:a) too much
b) adequate
c) not enough
3) What type of terrain do you prefer?
a) physically demanding
b) navigationally difficult
c) mixture of both
4) What type of vegetation do you prefer?
a) open eucalypt
b) forest
c) farmland
5) Which season/s do you prefer to rogaine in?
State answer:
6) Navigational skills:a) must be excellent
b) should be good
c) need only be mediocre
7) How important are the comforts of a hash house to you?
a) vital
b) appreciated
c) not necessary
8) Proximity to public transport is:a) essential
b) helpful but not necessary
c) unnecessary

.

9) A full moon is:a) vital
b) helpful but not absolutely necessary
c) unimportant
10) Regarding fitness, Competitors:a) must have a very clear idea of fitness level
b) should have some idea of fitness level
c) knowledge of fitness level is not important
11) How do you regard the social value of rogaines?
-a) important
b) not sure
c) uninterested
12) How would you feel about organising a rogaine?
a) confident
b) willing to assist others
c) uninterested
13) Which area of a rogaine would you be prepared to offer
assistance (if interested)?
a) course setting
b) catering
c) administration
14) How many rogaines have you participated in?
state number: _________ _
15) state the maximum distance you would travel to an event.
_____ kms
16) Briefly state what you get out of rogaining.

Any further comments appreciated.

